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Purpose: Increase voltage by use of a fast on-off switch and a tuned circuit
Research: We built a tuned circuit and a DC to AC converter that is adjustable. We had to pick
a frequency that was not too low or too high. If the frequency was too low, the parts would be
too big. If the frequency was too high, we would loose energy due to the skin effect within the
wire. After we picked the right frequency, we built an inductor from a glass bottle, and we
bought an unpolarized capacitor (AC type). We built a DC to AC converter from a speaker and
a function generator. We spent time adjusting the frequency so that it would match the frequency
of the tuned circuit. The volt meter we used would not measure the voltage, so we heard and
saw the size of the sparks produced inside the on-off switch. We think the volt meter wouldn’t
work because the voltage was pulsing very fast. 
Conclusion: Sparks and noise that get bigger when we pick the right frequency. The sparks and
noise got smaller when we adjusted the frequency higher and lower.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

Making voltage bigger by using a fast on off switch and a tuned circuit.
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